THE COMPLETE "TRIAD VOCABULARY"

Play each of the following triads with LH 5 3 1, saying the names of the notes as you play, beginning with the lowest note of each triad.

Say:  

A C E  

B D F  

C E G  

D F A  

E G B  

F A C  

G B D  

With this "VOCABULARY" you can play TRIADS in ANY KEY, simply by using the KEY SIGNATURE.

Memorize the complete "TRIAD VOCABULARY."

IMPORTANT: Root position triads skip a letter between each note.

Cockles and Mussels

Before you play this piece, say the names of the notes of each LH triad aloud. Begin with the LOWEST note of each triad.

Andante

In Dub-lin's fair cit-y where

Say:

Play:

ACE  

BDF  

CEG  

DFA  

EGB  

FAC  

GBD  

The Triad "Vocabulary" of this piece:

CEG DFA EGB FAC GBD

"Cock-les and mus-sels, a-live, a-live-ol"